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Denslow's Mother Goose 2013-04-22
this hardcover keepsake of a children s classic presents color reproductions of images by the famed wonderful wizard of oz artist
full page illustrations accompany the text of many favorite nursery rhymes

The Story Without an End 2015-12-16
in this classic of children s literature a child takes an idyllic journey of discovery through the natural world awakened by birdsong
and the rays of the sun the child listens to stories of the butterfly and the ocean s waves dines on strawberries gossips with
fireflies and sleeps on a couch of moss generations of readers have joined the youngster in these dreamlike adventures amid
blooming gardens and on a golden boat under starry skies author sarah austin translated this timeless tale from the german
original by friedrich wilhelm carové this version reproduced from a magnificent victorian era edition features all fifteen of the
original full color plates

The Burgess Bird Book for Children 2021-03-24
parents teachers and young readers all over the world have enthusiastically welcomed the dover reprints of thornton burgess s
classic nature books including the perennial bestseller the adventures of peter cottontail in the present volume the author s goal
of introducing children to the fascinating subject of bird life is brilliantly realized in story fashion while interviewing slaty the junco
redwing the blackbird melody the wood thrush spooky the screech owl and dozens of other common birds our guides peter rabbit
and saucy jenny wren and of course the reader learn about their physical appearances eating and nesting habits and songs and
calls over eighty years after its first publication the book remains noteworthy and valuable for its extraordinarily successful blend
of information and entertainment

むらさきいろの童話集 2008-11
児童文学の黄金時代 ヴィクトリア朝の英国で編纂された古典童話集 けものを従えた三人の王子 あかつきの妖精 リュートひき たまごから生まれた王女 など計20編収録

Denslow's Mother Goose 2011-10-20
this treasury of childhood rhymes features all the nursery favorites from humpty dumpty and little jack horner to old king cole
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and his fiddlers three timeless color images by w w denslow the original illustrator of the wonderful wizard of oz depict little boy
blue the old woman who lived in a shoe and other beloved characters this hardcover keepsake edition of a classic of children s
illustration will be cherished by generations of young readers and listeners

A Fairy Tale Treasury 2015-06-17
from a great giant to a tiny child and from a wicked stepmother to a kindly granny all of the characters in these classic folktales
are african americans six perennially popular stories include rapunzel cinderella beauty and the beast little red riding hood
goldilocks and the three bears and jack and the beanstalk

Five Little Peppers and How They Grew 2006-01-01
in new england in the late nineteenth century a fatherless family happy in spite of its impoverished condition is befriended by a
very rich gentleman and his young son

Indian Why Stories 2012-04-27
delightful fables offer explanations of why the chipmunk s back is striped how the otter skin became great medicine how the man
found his mate and why blackfeet never kill mice more 32 illustrations

Cautionary Tales & Bad Child's Book of Beasts 2014-03-05
adored by readers of all ages these classics feature witty stories rhymes and hilarious drawings of the fates that befall naughty
children plus an a to z bestiary with droll observations on wildlife

The Arnold Lobel Treasury 2014-07-16
a compilation of four books first published between 1963 and 1974 featuring bears a naughty prince s encounter with a witch a
wizard s happy accidents while inventing colors and events that occur when bellwood bouse invites the contents of his houseto
come outside
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The Don Freeman Treasury of Animal Stories 2016-02-17
a chatty crow a newly ambitious dog and a pair of unlikely animal friends are the stars of these three tales that combine humor
with gentle lessons in humility responsibility and loyalty

English Fairy Tales 2013-04-10
treasury of 43 stories by great turn of the century folklorist with a gift for fine narration includes jack and the beanstalk nix
nought nothing teeny tiny and many more 65 illustrations

Railway Children 2000-05-01
when their father is sent away to prison three london children move to the country where they keep busy preventing accidents on
the nearby railway making many new friends and generally learning a good deal about themselves

Children's Christmas Stories and Poems 2011-11-17
a shortened version of dicken s a christmas carol is accompanied by christmas stories poems and songs

The Green Fairy Book Annotated 2021-02-16
the green fairy book was the fourth of the series of fairy books by andrew lang stories in this collection include the blue bird the
enchanted watch rosanella the enchanted snake the dirty shepherdess king kojata the golden lads the three little pigs the magic
swan spindle shuttle and needle the twelve huntsmen and many more

The Book of Dragons 2013-02-21
20 delightful tales from germany china france wales england japan and other lands tell of fearsome dragons as well as a few that
are friendly and even loving
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Shakespeare's Stories for Young Readers 2006-03-03
twelve of the bard s most famous plays delightfully adapted for young readers are filled with stories about kings queens ghosts
and witches brimming with tragedy humor and moral lessons and told with wit and grace the tales include romeo and juliet
hamlet the merchant of venice king lear as you like it and 7 others

Favorite Illustrations from Children's Classics in Counted Cross-Stitch
1976-01-01
three children forced to alter their comfortable lifestyle when their father is taken away by strangers move to a simple country
cottage near a railway station where their days are filled with adventure

The Railway Children 2012-06-20
perfect for reading aloud this is the finest work of e boyd smith a noted children s book illustrator of the early twentieth century it
recounts the timeless tale of noah s ark and the aftermath of the great flood with delicately colored full page illustrations readers
of all ages will delight in smith s rollicking animals as well as his inventive explanation of the extinction of the dinosaurs

Noah's Ark 2013-02-04
this hardcover collector s edition features 19 popular stories of the old gentleman rabbit and his lovable animal friends a
keepsake treasure it features 19 colorful versions of the original illustrations

Adventures of Uncle Wiggily 2012-09-28
children are transported to an unforgettable and faraway magical land where a young boy discovers a treasury of lost riches
where youngsters always play and no one ever cries
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The Garden Behind the Moon 2013-01-23
two sisters celeste and melisande visit bruges with their father and have fun exploring the ancient city with the innkeeper s son
jan

The Golden Basket 2016-05-18
small as mice and sly as foxes the brownies are a jovial band of free spirits who emerge in the evenings to roam the countryside
while humans sleep they love sports and games jolly pranks and adventures of any kind their exuberance and fondness for
mischief are exceeded only by their kindheartedness and many needy souls have been helped by their unseen hands palmer cox
s brownies made their debut in an 1883 issue of st nicholas magazine the fanciful folk were inspired by scottish folktales but
reflected the sensibilities of nineteenth century american children this is the first and best of the brownie books brimming with 24
short verse tales and more than 260 of the author s whimsical illustrations

The Brownies 1964-01-01
an anthology of children s stories which portray the people and creatures of a fantasy world includes such tales as hansel and
gretel and beauty and the beast

The Blue Fairy Book 1965-06-01
the adventures of jason and the argonauts with poetic tales of heracles theseus perseus and other legendary characters that
enchant audiences of all ages 40 illustrations

The Story of the Golden Fleece 2012-09-24
a child meets a magician who grants eight wonderfully fantastic wishes with one wish left over for someone else to find
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Nine Magic Wishes 2015-12-16
meet slovenly kate envious tom tell tale jenny and other disagreeablecharacters in this comic collection ofcautionary tales
originally published in1874 as part of the struwwelpeter series these stories recount the horrible buthumorous fates of naughty
children includes a wealth of additional rhymesand fables plus delightful illustrationsby theodor hosemann reprint of the very rare
1875 edition 96pp

Slovenly Kate and Other Stories 2012-01-01
discover 10 favorite folk tales all epitomizing the special charm and enchantment of the irish imagination capturing the distinct
flavor and language of old ireland the stories include hookedy crookedy and the snow the crow and the blood includes 33 full
page illustrations by frank verbeck one of l frank baum s favorite artists

Donegal Fairy Stories 1968-01-01
the kids from five children and it are back and this time they ve discovered a flying carpet cyril anthea robert jane and their baby
brother the lamb are playing in the nursery with fireworks when they inadvertently burn the rug the replacement carpet a
secondhand item of unknown origins contains a stone egg that falls into the fireplace and miraculously hatches a phoenix the
friendly phoenix explains that the magic carpet can transport the children to any location around the globe but only three times a
day fantastic and bizarre events follow as the children and their new friend undertake local adventures in edwardian era london
as well as expeditions to a french castle an indian bazaar and a remote desert island the magic of the story is still potent noted
kirkus fantasy done in a realistic vein and enchantment for the imaginative child

Phoenix and the Carpet 2018-11-14
a charming anthology of stories lyrics and poems a visit from st nicholas the twelve days of christmas much more

Children's Christmas Stories and Poems 1995-08-10
a hibernating bear awakens to find himself smack dab in the middle of a sprawling industrial complex where people think he s
just a silly man who wears a fur coat 46 illustrations
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The Bear That Wasn't 2007-11-01
when peter rabbit convinces little miss fuzzy tail to marry him and come to live in the dear old briar patch he finds true happiness
and learns responsibility

Mrs. Peter Rabbit 1996-12-02
presents eighteen traditional tales from west africa including the tortoise and the leopard the story of muhammadu and the
magic crocodile

African Folk Tales 1999-01-08
this fairy tale treasury from the 1920sfeatures winsome illustrations by a popularartist of the era plus a free mp3 downloadof the
stories for listen and readenjoyment timeless tales include jackand the beanstalk sleeping beauty the gingerbread man beauty
and thebeast cinderella peter rabbit andmany other favorites reprint of selected stories from thereal storybook and once upon a
time rand mcnally co chicago 1927 and1921

Once Upon a Time Tales 2012
a collection of excerpts from classics in children s literature including corduroy ferdinand and winnie the pooh

The Book of Children's Classics 1997
a treasure for readers and book lovers of all ages this dazzling children s alphabet is graced by the work of edmund dulac a
preeminent twentieth century illustrator dulac provides a limerick for each letter of the alphabet in addition to twenty four related
illustrations of people and animals in whimsical situations dulac possessed an endearing gift for caricature and his use of jewel
toned glowing colors adds vivid life to these fantasy images a facsimile of an extremely valuable 1906 edition this volume
faithfully re creates the original publication s luminous splendor
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Lyrics Pathetic & Humorous from A to Z 2013-05-23
charming reproduction of a 1916 treasure features lilting verse and 14 illustrations that recount a tripto the north pole an
adventure for kids a must have edition for collectors

A Visit to Santa Claus 2009
collects nearly one hundred classic children s poems illustrated in an art nouveau style

A Treasury of Poems for Children 2010-01-14
uncle lubin attempts to rescue his nephew who has been abducted by the horrid bag bird

The Adventures of Uncle Lubin 2013-01-01
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